A number of studies use real-time data to analyze the link between economic fundamentals and exchange rates and they show that the exchange rates respond to the publicly announced macro news (Andersen et al., 2003; Ehrmann and Fratzscher, 2005) . Furthermore, Dominguez and Panthaki (2006) find that both fundamentals-related and non-fundamentalsrelated news significantly influence intra-day exchange rate returns. However, these measures of news explain a relatively small fraction of the total exchange rate variation.
One reason is that the unexpected component of unscheduled news is hard to detect but could, potentially, account for the rest of the variation in exchange rates. This does not remove the basic puzzle of why exchange rates react so little to news about fundamentals economists think ought to be important in determining fair value.
An explanation may be that the information about pre-announced fundamentals is, to some degree, already incorporated in the exchange rates. The modern microstructure approach to exchange rates would suggest that this takes place by way of order flows (Evans and Lyons, 2005) . Dealers observe private signals about so-far unannounced fundamentals through order flow from their clients, together with public signals through interbank order flows on broker systems like EBS or Reuters. This paper explores whether pre-announced economic fundamentals are recognized by traders and these pieces of private information are priced in the exchange rates. If so, who are better informed about the not-yet-announced macro variable? When do they react to the development of economic fundamentals by changing their order flow? Among many potentially relevant macroeconomic fundamentals, what variables play a significant role in influencing the exchange rate? Our investigation contributes to the development of a new micro-theory of exchange rate determination. This paper uses disaggregated end-user order flow data to assess the forecastability by investor groups of macro fundamentals and analyzes how the unannounced macro fundamentals are priced in exchange rates.
We run five sets of regressions. First, we regress exchange rate changes on news announcements regarding key macroeconomic variables. We show that exchange rates do not react much to announced changes in fundamentals or even to the surprise components of the announcements (based on survey expectations). Second, we regress flows on those same announcements. Again, we find little reaction in flows. This pair of results suggests that neither the exchange rate nor trading in that market are much influenced by announcements, confirming one element of the disconnect puzzle outlined above and discussed in more detail below.
In our third set of regressions we test whether flows respond to developments in the macroeconomies. We find that different customers respond to different macroeconomic variables. In particular, financial intuitions are better informed than corporations about the development of macro fundamentals such as GDP, Industrial Production and CPI. On the other hand, corporations are well informed about the unemployment rate. These fundamental developments have not been announced publicly yet dealers can learn about them through the private signal contained in their customers' order flows. We therefore reverse the regressions and use order flows from different customer segments to 'predict' these unannounced macroeconomic developments. Finally, we test whether the market exchange rate prices the predicted fundamentals. Our results suggest that either the actions of our bank in setting prices and/or trading or a positive correlation between private signals 2 allows the market to set exchange rates that take fundamental developments into account even before those developments have been officially released via data announcements. The disconnect puzzle of the lack of response of exchange rates to macroeconomic announcements is because the cat is already out of the bag by the time announcements are made. The market has learned of the economic developments, at least in part through customer order flows, and has priced them accordingly.
The paper proceeds as follows. In the next section we review and attempt to link two rather separate literatures; the exchange rate disconnect literature starting with the work of Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000) , and the rather smaller set of papers that consider the information content of order flow in foreign exchange markets. Section 2 describes our data set and outlines our hypotheses and methods. Section 3 reports and interprets our results, and the paper ends with a brief summary and conclusion. Meese and Rogoff (1983) took the leading macroeconomic models of the exchange rate available at the time and cast doubt on there being a reliable link between spot exchange rates and the fundamentals used in those models. The state-of-the-art of exchange rate modelling had hardly progressed by the new millennium when Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000) summarised the literature as demonstrating a disconnect between exchange rates and macroeconomic fundamentals.
Literature Review and Hypothesis Development

Exchange rate disconnect
One answer to the disconnect puzzle is that the link between fundamentals and exchange rates is too rich and dynamic to be easily captured by regression methods. Engel and West (2005) emphasise that it is expected fundamentals that impact prices rather than realised fundamentals, while Sarno and Valente (2009) argue that time-varying relations are natural in a world where risk premia and behaviour are changeable. Andersen et al. (2003) show that the surprise component in news announcements moves exchange rates in the expected direction but the overall explanatory power of fundamental news events remains extremely low both because the magnitude of reactions to news is relatively small and because news announcements are infrequent. The exchange rate disconnect puzzle at macroeconomic frequencies of a month or more therefore matched by considerable unexplained exchange rate variation at higher frequencies. This has been termed the news puzzle. Engel and West (2005) rationalise the disconnect in a simple way. By embedding policy reaction functions in a standard model of uncovered interest parity with risk premia they derive a present value equation for the exchange rate. The related model in Engel, Mark and West (2007) suggests that short-run changes in exchange rates are primarily driven by changes in expectations about the future course of interest rates. In this class of models, a sufficiently small discount rate implies that the exchange rate ought to be essentially unpredictable based on current fundamentals. Instead, the current exchange rate ought to predict future fundamentals, a finding weakly borne out by empirical work.
Information in order flow
While the macroeconomic literature at first worried about the disconnect puzzle and then embraced it as consistent with more sophisticated models, the microstructure approach stumbled upon a variable that is highly correlated with high frequency exchange rate movements -order flow. For example, Evans and Lyons (2002) show that interbank order flows can explain between 40 and 70% of the daily variation in spot returns for major currencies. Interbank order flows result primarily from risk management activities of trading desks in response to order flows from their customers, and subsequent work has shown correlations between order flow from end-users and exchange rates consistent with the interbank results (Evans and Lyons, 2007; Marsh and O'Rourke, 2005 and West (2006) such that dealers extract information from order flow to infer the current state of the economy while recognising that policy-makers set short-term interest rates in response to changes in the macroeconomic environment.
Evans (2010) goes on to provide empirical support for his theoretical model by showing that customer order flow from Citibank between 1993 and mid-1999 provide incremental information regarding the real-time state of the macroeconomy over and above that contained in current and past data releases. Further, the information in these flows is price relevant in that exchange rates significantly react to that portion of flows that add value in understanding the current state of the economy.
Our paper seeks to build on the work of Evans by using order flow from a different bank over a more recent time period to confirm that order flow contains price relevant macroeconomic information. We consider in detail the time periods over which order flow might reflect fundamental information, testing whether order flow reacts to macroeconomic developments before they happen, as they happen or after they happen, a sub-set of the latter case being that order flows react to the news announcement. We show that for most key macroeconomic variables, order flow is contemporaneously correlated with the evolution of the macroeconomy, such that flows provide real-time information on what is happening in the economy. Further, we show that it is largely the order flow of financial institutions that gives precise information about current fundamentals. We also identify fundamentals that are not reflected in order flows and find that, reassuringly, these are the variables whose announcement effects are largest, suggesting that the foreign exchange market only learns this information when it is publicly announced.
Hypotheses tested
The two literatures briefly surveyed above together suggest that exchange rates might react to macroeconomic developments at various points in time. In this sub-section we outline our regression approaches to testing these reactions. Equation (2) tests whether the access to customer order flow gives a dealer an advantage because he can use it to infer developments in the real economy before they are publicly announced.
< Figure 1 about here >
The actual evolution of x over the period t 0 to t j is publicly announced on day t A . There is a reporting delay and so the announcement day is later than the end of the measurement interval. There is then the period t j+1 to t A-1 which we will call the pre-announcement interval, during which there is a realised value for variable x that is not public knowledge. Agents in the economy may still be learning about the value of x based on information flows during this pre-announcement interval, and so order flow in the pre-announcement period may still contain relevant information. This is tested by augmenting the above regression with order flow from customer segment m observed in the interval t j+1 to t A-1 .
Since all signals before the announcement are noisy, the announcement is likely to contain a surprise element that causes the exchange rate to adjust. The noisier the signals (both public and private), the less ability the dealer has to infer the evolution of fundamentals and so the larger the likely surprise element. One part of the literature on the effect of news on the exchange rate relies on econometric forecasts to generate expectations. These papers usually implicitly assume that the expectations are based on public information since only public information is included in the forecasting regressions. Papers that use expectations data from surveys loosen this constraint.
The announcement resolves all uncertainty about the value of x (except to the extent that revisions to an initial provisional estimate are likely) but this does not necessarily resolve the implications of the value of x for the exchange rate. We would expect to see (i) an adjustment of the exchange rate to the surprise element of the news announcement, (ii) order flow following the announcement as agents react to the surprise element and (iii) subsequent exchange rate adjustments and order flow as the market prices the implication of the news announcement for the exchange rate. Our data are sampled at the daily frequency and so we cannot separate these various reactions. However we would expect to see contemporaneous correlations manifest by significance in regressions of the log change in the exchange rate or order flow on news announcements.
As detailed in the survey of the disconnect literature, however, the key finding in regressions of exchange rate changes on news is that the explanatory power is very low. To anticipate our results, we also find that news announcements explain only a tiny percentage of the variation in the spot euro-dollar exchange rate over our sample. Two resolutions to this puzzle suggest themselves. Either the macroeconomic variables we analyse are simply not relevant to exchange rate determination (an extreme answer to the disconnect puzzle) or the actual news announcement is largely irrelevant for exchange rate determination because the variable is already incorporated in the exchange rate. Within the microstructure approach, order flow is the mechanism by which macroeconomic developments might be learned by the market before they are publicly announced. We test the second potential resolution by regressing exchange rate changes (Δs) on the fitted values of fundamentals from regression (3) above.
These fitted values are predictions of the variables that the dealer could generate based solely on his private order flow. In reality, the information set available in making predictions is much larger and so these predictions are very basic. However, these regressions tell us whether that part of order flow that is correlated with fundamental x and observed before the value of x is announced publicly has already impacted the exchange rate. Statistical significance, and more importantly a reasonable explanatory power would suggest that the market has priced in fundamentals before they are announced through the impact of order flow on the exchange rate.
Data
Order flow and exchange rates data
The order flow data used in this paper come from the Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS), We also use other financial variables in our analysis. We collect LIBOR overnight interest rates at the 17:00 fixing in London from the British bankers Association and we use S&P500
and Euro STOXX stock price indices. All series are sourced from Datastream. Expectations based upon this survey are likely, then, to be as up-to-date as possible.
We analyse 17 scheduled macroeconomic announcements, seven for Europe and ten for the United States, listed in the Appendix. However, we only report results based on eight main announcements in the text for compactness. The full sets of results are available on request.
The eight macro variables we analyse in detail are CPI, GDP, industrial production and unemployment announcements for the euro-area and U.S.
We define news about a macroeconomic variable in two ways: the actual (or percentage) change in the variable which includes both the anticipated and surprise component of the announcement, and the surprise component. We measure the surprise component as the difference between the actual and expected value of the variable, standardized by the standard deviation of the news, as is normal in this literature.
Results and Interpretation
In this section we run sets of regressions with three aims in mind. First, we want to demonstrate that the exchange rate and flow disconnect puzzles hold for our data set. Second, we want to better understand the determinants of order flow. In particular, financial institutions might reasonably be expected to have followed some well-known FX trading strategies which ought then be able to explain their flows. Similarly, as outlined above, all customer types ought to be reacting to or even anticipating key macroeconomic developments and with the hindsight of econometricians we test whether real-time developments in macro variables can explain flows. Third, and central to the hypotheses outlined above, we test whether the dealers who privately observe their customers' order flows and the dealer community that aggregates these flows can learn enough from them to price macroeconomic developments before they are publicly announced.
Preliminaries
We begin by establishing the relevance of our order flow data. End-user order flow is hard to come by and analyses of customer order flows are relatively rare. The bulk of the literature relies on data from one (exceptionally good) source, namely Citibank (see Evans and Lyons, 2005) . Other papers have used flows from smaller European banks (Osler et al., 2010 Bjonnes et al., 2005 . Our data are from RBS, at the time a leading player in FX markets with a global footprint. These data have been used in analyses of foreign exchange intervention (Marsh, 2011) and to consider the information content of order flow (Marsh and O'Rourke, 2005) .
< Table 2 here > < Order flow and contemporaneous exchange rate changes >
In Table 2 we establish that one of the key relationships in FX microstructure holds for this data. We note, in line with the literature, that there are significant contemporaneous correlations between order flow and exchange rate changes but that these correlations bear different signs. Flows from profit-maximising financial institutions are positively correlated with exchange rate changes, such that net buying pressure on the euro from financials coincides with an appreciation of the euro, while the correlation between corporate customer order flows and the exchange rate is negative. These correlations are very similar irrespective of whether the flows are included in the regression one at a time or all together.
They are also unaffected by the inclusion of other explanatory variables such as interest rates or other asset returns. Proponents of the microstructure approach contend that these correlations result from the information content of flows, although this contention is largely driven by theoretical modelling and few papers have analysed the driving forces behind customer order flows. We turn to this issue in subsection 3.3.
Does news matter for exchange rates?
In this section we establish that one of the key puzzles in international finance also hold for our data set. The exchange rate disconnect puzzle concerns the lack of relations between exchange rate changes and fundamentals (however defined) over short to medium horizons.
A corollary of that puzzle is the news puzzle -exchange rates often do not react much to data releases concerning major macroeconomic fundamentals, even if there are relatively large surprise components to the announcement.
< Table 3 here > < Exchange rate changes and news > Table 3 reports results from regressing exchange rate changes on news announcements. We use both the actual announcement, usually in terms of percentage change, and the surprise component of the announcement as discussed above. The key findings are that (i) some news announcements are statistically significant but (ii) news announcements do not explain much of the variation in exchange rates. Negative autocorrelation in exchange rate returns is quite significant but developments in interest rate differentials have no explanatory power.
Columns III and VI indicate that order flows are significantly contemporaneously correlated with exchange rate changes after the addition of extra explanatory variables.
Determinants of order flow
Order flows are strongly correlated with contemporaneous exchange rate changes and, given their position on the right hand side of most regressions in the microstructure literature, the usual view is that flows are causal for exchange rates. In passing, we note that there is no evidence of Granger causality in either direction between flows and exchange rates for our dataset, although interestingly there is evidence that corporate customer order flows react to lagged financial customer order flows consistent with the liquidity provision hypothesis of Bjonnes et al. (2005) (see Table 4 ).
< Table 4 here > < Granger Causality >
The FX microstructure literature has long argued that order flows are only the proximate cause of exchange rate changes. Order flow is then the mechanism by which the real driving forces impact the exchange rate. This subsection examines the causes of customer order flow as seen by RBS. Since the focus of the paper is the relevance of macro fundamentals these will play a dominant role, but we want to expand beyond this to control for other potential determinants. As we have order flow from two customer segments that are very likely to be driven by different factors we add potential explanatory variables suggested by recent developments in foreign exchange markets.
The literature on foreign exchange determination has recently taken on a new life once it was realised that certain trading strategies appear to provide considerable profits, possibly also once these profits are risk adjusted. The carry trade has been dominant among these strategies with momentum trading following in rather distant second place. The portfolio approach to carry trading suggests investing in a portfolio of n currencies offering the highest yield, and funding this portfolio by borrowing the m currencies with the lowest yield from a restricted universe of all tradable currencies. On a portfolio basis, neither the dollar nor the euro would have been much used as part of the carry trade during our sample period as their interest rates were usually fairly average and so not in either extreme portfolio. However many investment houses instead traded several bilateral currency pairs, going long the higher yielding currency, to maximise the diversification impacts of carry trading and it is conceivable that some euro-dollar flows might have been affected by this version of the carry trade. To this end we include both the interest rate differential and the change in the differential as potential determinants of (financial customer) order flows. Similarly, we include lagged exchange rate changes as a proxy for the drivers of momentum trading. Most momentum trading in foreign exchange markets seems to be of the trend-following variety, so we would expect a positive correlation between lagged currency appreciations and inflows into that currency.
Although our unconditional autocorrelation tests in Table 1 did not suggest a role for own lagged order flow, we include lags now as Bjonnes et al. (2005) suggest that corporate customers provide liquidity to financial customers, implying that there may be a lead-lag relationship between flows from different customer groups. As noted, this is supported by the Granger causality results reported in Table 4 .
Since financial customer order flow includes unleveraged institutions such as mutual funds, it is likely that FX flows from some customers is driven not by exchange rate factors but by expected or realised developments in underlying assets. Interest rates are already included in the regression so we also add changes in the S&P500 and EuroStoxx stock indices to capture equity market developments.
Initially, we consider the role of fundamentals by including macro news announcements as explanatory variables. We might not expect corporate flows to react at high frequency to news announcements, and indeed a central hypothesis of this paper is that they will have already reacted to the economic developments in real time and so in advance of the news announcement. However, a corporate customer might respond to macro news to the extent that it provides information on the development of the wider economy that is relevant to the firm (for example, by allowing more accurate predictions of the future state of the economy than could be made through an analysis of information directly observed by the firm itself).
It is less contentious that financial flows might react to new information releases, again because the investment positioning of the firm is based on noisy signals and a data release may necessitate a repositioning.
< Table 5 here > < Order flow determinants -news > Table 5 contains the results of sets of regressions aimed at explaining order flows. It is fair to say that these results are disappointing. While some variables are occasionally significant, the overall fit of the regressions is very poor. In particular, the announcement variables are largely insignificant and provide very poor fit. We find very similar results if the announced change in the macroeconomic variables is used instead of simply the surprise component.
Similarly, our ability to explain financial customer order flows is unchanged if we expand the number of announcements included in the regression. This expansion of the number of announcement examined does increase the adjusted R2 figure for corporate flows to 3.2% but most of the significant coefficients on news announcements bear the "wrong" sign, suggesting that corporate customers buy the euro on bad news for the euro economy or good news for the US economy. This rather odd behaviour is also found in King et al. (2010) when analysing the impact of flows in the Canadian Dollar. We noted above that exchange rates do not react much to news announcements and the microstructure parallel of this is that order flows do not seem to react much either (or at least does so in an inconsistent way).
There is some evidence that stock market returns and changes in interest rate differentials matter for financial customer order flows. The significant coefficient on lagged financial flows in the corporate flows regression also supports the notion that corporate supply liquidity for financials -in the words of Sager and Taylor (2006) , financials are push customers and corporate are pull customers. Nevertheless, our ability to explain order flows of corporate or financial customers using this set of explanatory variables is very limited.
As outlined above, one of the key hypotheses in this paper is that customer order flow is responding in real time to macroeconomic developments. Corporate clients are not, in the main, trading foreign exchange for profit but instead as a by-product of their corporate activities. The evolution of the real economy is then potentially a major force behind flows from corporate customers. As the markets in which they operate develop we might expect they will trade in foreign exchange markets. Similarly, financial customers are continually updating their assessments of the economy and taking positions accordingly. Hence we would also expect their flows to be reacting to real-time economic developments. This simple concept lies behind the dispersed information approach of micro FX. As individual companies trade based on the evolution of their own microeconomies, order flow through the foreign exchange market aggregates the microeconomic information into something approximating a macroeconomic signal for the dealers observing the flow.
Given the poor performance of our other explanations of order flow, we now concentrate on whether flows react contemporaneously to macroeconomic developments. We run regressions at a monthly frequency for most macroeconomic variables, but use a quarterly frequency for GDP series. We regress order flow on contemporaneous changes in macro fundamentals as in equation (1) above.
< Table 6 industrial production all result in contemporaneous flows into the euro. Flows of corporate customers appear to be driven by unemployment rates -increases in U.S. unemployment and decreases in European unemployment resulting in contemporaneous inflows for the euro. Table 6 suggests that order flows of our bank's customers are responding in real time to macroeconomic developments. These order flows are private signals of the evolution of the macroeconomy seen by bank dealers. In this section we ask first whether the dealers can extract this information from this set of private signals, and second whether the extracted information is priced into the exchange rate.
Learning from order flow
We begin by reversing the above analysis and regress economic developments on order flows as in equation (2) above. Significant coefficients in this regression would suggest that a dealer observing these (private) customer order flows could make inference about contemporaneous developments in the economy. We then also include order flows from the period t j+1 until the day before the announcement date in the regression to test whether information is contained in non-synchronous order flows (equation (3)). Results are presented in Table 7 .
< Table 7 Interestingly, and mirroring the results of Table 6 , while financial customer order flows appear to contain little information that could be extracted regarding unemployment rates in either the U.S. or Euro area, corporate flows are significantly correlated with changes unemployment.
Goodness of fit measures are very high for the quarterly GDP series but we have relatively few observations in our sample. Regressions for the monthly series display less explanatory power but considering the very small information set these forecasts are being made upon the performance is not unreasonable.
In unreported results we also included order flow from the month before t 0 to test whether there is information in lagged order flow about future fundamentals. We found no significance. The results therefore indicate that in the main it is only contemporaneous flows observed by our bank that contain information valuable for understanding economic developments. Neither leads nor lags of order flows are consistently significant. Evans and Lyons (2007) argue that order flows can predict fundamentals several months ahead. Our results suggest that order flows can also be used to infer the contemporaneous evolution of the economy.
Finally, we turn to perhaps the key results in the paper. Our point of departure was that news announcements have little impact on exchange rates (or, it emerges, on order flows). We hypothesised that this might be because exchange rates had already responded to economic developments in real-time since flows contain strong enough signals to dealers that they can infer the evolution of the key macro variables. Table 7 suggests that there is information content in the flows and now we test whether exchange rates react to these signals.
< Tale 8 here > < Pricing of fundamentals > Following Evans (2010) we adopt a two stage procedure to test whether inferred fundamentals are priced using regression (4) above. The two stage strategy is necessary because the explanatory variables in equation (4) are themselves estimated and so there is potentially an errors-in-variables problem. Our estimation strategy is as follows. In the first stage regression, the change in macro fundamental variable is regressed on contemporaneous order flows by financial institutions and corporations to obtain the estimated value of the macro fundamental (equivalent to the regressions reported in the first row for each variable in Table 7 ). The second regression uses the estimate as an instrumental variable to estimate the impact of the fundamental variable on daily exchange rate change.
Four of our eight key macroeconomic variables appear to be contemporaneously priced into exchange rates. For three of these variables -Euro CPI and GDP and US industrial production -all of the pricing is derived from financial customer order flows. The fourth variable -US GDP -prices information in both corporate and financial order flows.
Interestingly, while corporates appear to produce flows that are correlated with unemployment rate developments, particularly in the euro area, and in contrast with financial customers whose flows are uncorrelated this does not appear to be priced into exchange rates.
In Table 3 above we note that the response of the exchange rate to unemployment news in the euro area is highly significant. It appears that dealers have some relevant information about unemployment developments but are not using it efficiently. Conversations with dealers suggest that they anticipate any information in flows to come primarily from their financial customers, and the importance of corporate order flows is downplayed. Our results indicate that this view is largely correct since it is financial customer flows that contain the most information. However, by ignoring flows from corporate customers, dealers are perhaps missing out on some relevant information.
The variables not contemporaneously priced into exchange rates are exactly the ones which have large announcement effects. Column III of Table 3 indicates that the surprise components of Euro industrial production and unemployment rate affect exchange rates most significantly on the day of announcement, while column VI suggests that changes in US CPI have significant announcement effects. None of these three are contemporaneously priced according to Table 8 .
Summary and Conclusions
This paper is motivated by two robust empirical observations. First, there is a disconnect between fundamentals and exchange rates insofar as very little of the variation in exchange rates can be explained by announcements about key macroeconomic developments. Second, there are strong links between order flows from end-users in the foreign exchange market and spot exchange rates. The microstructure approach to exchange rates suggests that the customer order flows contain information about current and expected future developments in the macroeconomies, and that this information is extracted and priced into exchange rates through the trading mechanism.
Our paper tests this hypothesis, demonstrating that there is a contemporaneous correlation between the real-time evolution of major macroeconomic variables and customer order flows as seen by a major European commercial bank. Further, this information can be extracted by the dealer to derive real-time information on macro developments. Finally, this information is rapidly priced into spot exchange rates. The lack of response of exchange rates to the subsequent announcement of these macroeconomic developments is because the cat is already out of the bag. The market has learned of many of these economic developments, at least partially because of customer order flows, and has priced them accordingly.
We conclude that the dispersed information microstructure theories of Evans and Lyons (2007) and Evans (2010) find empirical support. Customer order flow is a mechanism by which the foreign exchange market learns about the state of the economy. Since this learning takes place in real-time, exchange rate changes anticipate the information content of delayed macroeconomic news announcements.
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Figure 1. Timeline
The evolution of the fundamental variable between t 0 and t j is announced at t A . Changes in the fundamental variable could result in contemporaneous order flow ("Current OF"), or future order flow ("Pre-announcement order flow"), and the anticipation of these changes could affect lagged order flow. We allow any of these flows to affect foreign exchange returns. The evolution of the fundamental might also directly affect returns. The news puzzle aspect of the disconnect puzzle is driven by the relatively small effect that the announcement has on FX returns.
